Hybrid whispering gallery mode/plasmonic chain ring resonators for biosensing We analyze the physics of hybrid whispering gallery mode resonators formed by arranging a periodic array of epitopes (i.e., gold nano-shells covering silica nano-spheres) around the equator of a silica microsphere. When the epitopes are located at the antinodes of the field of the whispering gallery mode, we find that the field localization properties near the epitopes change drastically as the radius of the epitopes is varied due to the existence of distinct coupling regions of the hybrid resonator. We investigated the application of such resonators for biosensing by calculating the resonance wavelength shift caused by a binding event of a single Thyroglobulin cancer marker protein to the surface of an epitope in the chain. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903876] Applications of whispering gallery mode (WGM)
1,2 and nano-plasmonic resonators 3 as high sensitivity label free biosensors are well known. A more recent structure that combines the benefits of the two is the hybrid WGM-plasmonic resonator or WGM-h. 4, 5 Utilizing both the high quality factors of WGM microcavities and the large field enhancements of local surface plasmon (LSP) resonators, these structures have enabled unprecedented sensitivities. A major drawback of this structure is the long time intervals between bio-agent adsorptions, as well as the waiting time for the first detection. This is mostly due to the small adsorption area with high field enhancement available on the LSP resonator. Forming a periodic chain of similar plasmonic resonators around the equator of a WGM resonator can effectively scale up the adsorption surface area and reduce the detection time intervals. 6 One possible arrangement consists of a WGM microcavity with two LSP resonators per each period of the WGM mode of interest. This structure has been previously studied using a perturbation method, 6 where it was shown that the degeneracy between the two counter-propagating WGM modes is lifted and two standing waves are formed. For one of these standing waves, the electric field amplitude is maximum at the epitopes, while for the other one, it is close to zero around them (Fig. 1) . We call these the antinode mode and the node mode, respectively. We focus on analyzing the behavior of the antinode mode since it is more important for biosensing applications due to the large field enhancement near the epitopes. This intense electric field results in a considerable resonance shift after a binding event and thereby improves sensitivity. We also study the WGM-h structure with fewer epitopes around the equator. For instance, we can have only one epitope per two periods of the WGM field.
The TE r (transverse electric with respect to r) antinode mode of the WGM-h structure can be efficiently simulated using periodic boundary conditions in the azimuthal direction, i.e., the perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) boundaries shown in Fig. 2 . The simulation domain can be reduced further by using the symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane, i.e., we use a PEC boundary on this plane and then only simulate the region above the plane. These symmetries considerably reduce the memory and time required to execute the simulations and make an otherwise impossible task feasible on a personal workstation. In addition, since the WGM modes of interest are confined close to the equatorial line of the microsphere, we can limit the simulation domain to a few micrometers near the equatorial line. Using this set of simplifications, the TE r antinode mode of the WGM-h can be efficiently found.
Here, we consider a 32 lm radius silica microsphere suspended in water as the WGM resonator and epitopes consisting of gold nano-shells covering silica nano-spheres as the LSP resonators, similar to a previous study. 5 The described WGM microcavity operates near 778.5 nm with an azimuthal mode number of M ¼ 364 (for the lowest order WGM mode). We will denote the radius of the silica nano-spheres (which is equal to the inner radius of gold nano-shells) by r 1 and the outer radius of the epitopes by r 2 , with t ¼ r 2 À r 1 denoting the thickness of the shells. In this letter, we will set t ¼ 10 nm for simplicity. For a structure with two epitopes The electric field distribution and polarization on a log scale at an antinode azimuthal plane for r 1 ¼ 30 nm are shown in Fig. 3 . The resonance wavelength of this WGM-h is k h ¼ 779:36 nm. This is higher than that of a bare WGM microcavity (k bare ¼ 778:5 nm) and shows that these epitopes have a positive effective polarizability. The quality factor of the WGM-h is Q h ¼ 4900, whereas the bare microcavity has Q bare ¼ 2:4 Â 10 6 . Using the reactive sensing formula, 7 we can calculate the change in the resonance wavelength that results from a single bio-agent binding to one of the epitopes of the WGM-h
where k h and x h are the initial resonance wavelength and angular frequency of the WGM-h before binding, dk h and dx h are the changes in these parameters due to a binding, n 2 ðrÞ is the relative permittivity, dðn 2 ðrÞÞ is its change due to binding, and E 0 ðrÞ and EðrÞ are the electric fields of the WGM-h before and after binding, respectively. The integrand in the numerator is non-zero only in the volume of the binding agent. To estimate the resonance shifts, we model the Thyroglobulin (Tg) cancer marker protein as an oblate spheroid of axes 11 nm and 5.5 nm with a refractive index of $1.5. 5 We assume that the Tg protein is attached to the upper pole of the plasmonic epitope, where the maximum field enhancement occurs in the TE r mode. In this case, a resonance shift of dk h ¼ 0:9fm is calculated. This is a significant enhancement compared to a bare silica microsphere, which has a theoretical shift of dk bare $ 0:06fm. 5, 7 As can be seen in Fig. 3(a) , the electric field distribution is very close to that of a bare microsphere, and it is only slightly perturbed by the presence of the epitopes.
For a larger epitope with r 1 ¼ 50 nm, the electric field intensity is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . We see a negative effective polarizability since k h ¼ 777:79 nm. The quality factor is Q h ¼ 3680. A shift of dk h ¼ 0:2fm is calculated for a single Tg protein binding. The field is very close to that of a bare WGM microsphere in this case as well, and only a perturbation with a negative polarizability is added.
Although the epitopes can be treated as a perturbation for these sets of sizes, this is not the case for some other sizes. For instance, if r 1 ¼ 40 nm, two different modes with different properties are found instead of one. The electric field intensity distributions are plotted in Fig. 3(c) for the two modes that arise. We will call the mode that is plotted in Fig. 3(c-i) and has a longer k h ¼ 787:19 nm, the symmetric mode, and the other one with k h ¼ 776:45 nm shown in Fig. 3(c-ii) , the anti-symmetric mode. As can be seen in the plots, a higher field enhancement around the epitope is achieved for the symmetric mode where dk h ¼ 16:7fm is calculated for a Tg binding. However, the quality factor drops very significantly, to Q h ¼ 90, because the electric field is highly localized around the lossy plasmonic epitopes. For the anti-symmetric mode, the resonance shift was only dk h ¼ 1:44fm, but the quality factor only dropped to Q h ¼ 1180.
For these dimensions, we see that changes resulting from the presence of the epitopes are considerable and the epitopes cannot be treated merely as a perturbation. A strong coupling is observed between the WGM microsphere and the chain of epitopes. The appearance of two modes implies that there must have been two separate resonant modes initially that became coupled to each other. While the fundamental TE r mode of the WGM resonator is one of the initial modes, the other one is that of the plasmonic chain ring resonator (PCRR). In general, a chain of periodically coupled resonators can form a wave-guiding structure with different Bloch modes. 8 It has been previously observed that a periodic linear arrangement of plasmonic nano-resonators can form a waveguide with long range interparticle coupling 9 resulting in certain modes and wavenumbers.
9,10 Therefore, we can expect that an optical resonator is formed, when such a chain is bent to construct a PCRR. 11 To confirm that the coupling of the WGM and the PCRR is responsible for generating the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, we analyzed rings formed solely with epitopes for different radii. For r 1 ¼ 40 nm and t ¼ 10 nm, the electric field distribution of the PCRR mode with a wavenumber of 364 (the one that couples to the desired WGM mode effectively) is plotted in Fig. 4 . We calculated the resonance wavelengths, the shifts due to a single binding event, and the quality factors for the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of the WGM-h resonator for a range of r 1 values while keeping t constant at 10 nm. The results can be seen in Fig. 5 . For small epitopes, i.e., for r 1 < 36 nm, the resonance wavelength of the symmetric mode is very close to that of the bare WGM microcavity, and the field distribution of the two modes are also very similar. However, for r 1 > 42 nm, it is the anti-symmetric mode that has a resonance wavelength close to that of the bare WGM microcavity, and although the fields seem different, the anti-symmetric mode can still be viewed as the WGM mode perturbed by a chain of epitopes with negative polarizability. We are in a weak coupling regime when r 1 < 36 nm or r 1 > 42 nm, whereas in the region in between, the coupling is strong and the WGM-h modes become significantly different than both the WGM mode and the PCRR standalone mode.
There is one apparent inconsistency with this simple analysis. Although the field profile of the symmetric mode for r 1 > 42 nm becomes similar to that of the standalone PCRR mode, their resonance wavelengths do not agree, not even asymptotically. The reason can be traced back to the presence of the large silica microsphere that considerably alters the effective index of the surrounding environment. That is, the resonance wavelength of a PCRR perturbed by the presence of a large silica microsphere is different than that of a PCRR without the microsphere. It is this perturbed resonance wavelength that must asymptotically behave like that of the symmetric mode of the hybrid resonator. We have plotted an estimation of the resonance wavelength of the PCRR with this correction in Fig. 5(a) .
Based on these observations, we have established three different regimes for the hybrid WGM-PCRR: a symmetric weak coupling regime, an anti-symmetric weak coupling regime, and a strong coupling regime with both modes. The binding resonance shifts of the WGM-h in each regime are shown in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 5(c) shows the corresponding quality factors. The greatest shifts occur for the symmetric mode in the strong coupling regime; however, this is also exactly where the resonator has a very low quality factor. Some other cases of interest arise when there are fewer plasmonic epitopes in the chain, e.g., one epitope per 1, 2, or 3 periods of the WGM field or even just a solitary epitope. We expect the behavior of the WGM-h hybrid resonator to be fundamentally different in these cases than in the two epitopes per period case because the spacing between adjacent epitopes is too large to form a PCRR that is resonant near the operating wavelength. Thus, symmetric and anti-symmetric modes will not form in the WGM-h. The binding resonance shifts and the quality factors for three repetition rates are shown in Fig. 6 . For very small (r 1 < 32 nm) or very large (r 1 > 52 nm) epitopes, the resonance shift curves are very close; the quality factor curves are offset by a nearly constant amount because the total number of lossy epitopes increases with the repetition rate. However, the differences are quite significant when the radius is close to where the maximum shift and lowest quality factor occurs. This is to be expected since this is where the most efficient coupling between the WGM microsphere and the epitopes occurs. Hence, a binding event on a single epitope has a collective effect on the entire epitope chain and simulation accuracy will be sacrificed if the epitopes are treated as isolated perturbations. For most epitope dimensions and repetition rates, however, the curves are very close because the epitopes are only weakly coupled and thus they behave like isolated perturbations. This implies that in the case of only one epitope attached to the WGM microsphere, the shift due to a binding event will be comparable to Fig. 6 results for the one epitope per 3 period cases, but the quality factor for the solitary epitope case will be orders of magnitude larger. These are two important conclusions of the analysis presented in this letter because the WGM-h simulation with a single epitope is computationally intractable since periodic boundary conditions cannot be used.
When designing a WGM-h sensor for detecting a single binding event of a small volume bio-agent, such as Tg, three key parameters to consider are: the binding shift, quality factor, and detection interval, in addition to the measuring instrument's capabilities. Figures 5(b) , 5(c), and 6 can be used to select a suitable sensor design that balances these tradeoffs. For fixed epitope dimensions, the single epitope WGM-h has a high quality factor but a long detection interval since there is only one binding site, while the periodic array of weakly coupled epitopes has a lower quality factor, a comparable binding shift, but a detection interval scaled down by the number of epitopes. In short, the quality factor can be sacrificed for an improved detection interval by increasing the repetition rate. The WGM-h with two epitopes per period of the WGM mode has the lowest quality factor but the shortest detection interval and largest binding shift of structures studied here. The quality factor can be increased by selecting small or large epitope dimensions (r 1 < 36 nm or r 1 > 42 nm) in exchange for a smaller binding shift. Thus, the WGM-h with two epitopes per period can be a potential candidate to solve the problem of long detection intervals, while balancing the tradeoff of having a large wavelength shift from binding and having a narrow resonance.
Various imperfections may occur when fabricating the WGM-h resonator. A WGM microcavity fabricated with a different radius or refractive index will have a different resonance wavelength for its M ¼ 364 mode. Since the characteristics of the plasmonic epitopes also vary with their size, we can expect a WGM-h resonator with small fabrication errors to behave as before, but with the shell inner radius axis shifted in each figure. Another issue might arise because of variations in the sizes of the epitopes or errors in their placements. We can expect that small deviations can be modeled using a perturbational approach. These imperfections will modify the resonance wavelength and quality factor of the hybrid resonator because of added scattering. In addition, the magnitude of the binding wavelength shift may depend on the size of the epitope to which the protein binds.
In conclusion, we studied the behavior of hybrid resonators formed by arranging a periodic array of plasmonic epitopes around a WGM micro-resonator. In structures with two epitopes per period of the WGM mode, we observed three different coupling regimes: weak symmetric coupling (in phase), weak anti-symmetric coupling (where WGM and PCRR modes are 180 out of phase), and strong coupling (with both the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes). In cases with fewer epitopes, such as one epitope per 1, 2, or 3 periods, the spacing between the epitopes is too large to form a PCRR that is resonant near the operating wavelength and so we only observe one mode, namely, the TE r mode of the WGM resonator perturbed by the epitope chain. For most dimensions and repetition rates, the epitopes are weakly coupled. Thus, a binding event does not produce a collective effect in the chain, and consequently, the shift is comparable to that from a WGM-h resonator with a single epitope.
